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This book o�ers a detailed and self-ontained presentation for studying looptransformations, the detetion of parallel loops, and how to use them to detetparallelism in a spei� program. It provides areful explanation and expositionfor all parallel-loop algorithms that have been designed reently in a framework ofsheduling algorithms on yli graphs, primarily task graph sheduling and loopnest sheduling perspetives.Program restruturing tehniques are important optimization methods used inparallelizing ompilers. The fous is on loop transformations, beause there iswhere a program spends most of its exeution time. The authors, well known inthe parallelizing ompilers ommunity, have original ontributions regarding looprestruturing based on unimodular transformations and general aÆne transforma-tions.Sheduling and Automati Parallelization o�ers an explanation of how to in-orporate these transformations in algorithms, whih transformations to apply,and how to optimize them. It provides a full study of loop transformations, andalgorithms for parallel loop detetion in a sheduling perspetive, making the linkwith yli sheduling and systems of uniform reurrene equations.One of the main ontributions of the book is building a unifying theory of loopnest sheduling. This theory is developed based upon the previous work of Karp,Miller, Winograd and Lamport and it relies on sophistiated mathematial tools: unimodular transformations, parametri integer linear programming, Hermitedeomposition, Smith deomposition et.The book is an essential referene for the latest developments in automati par-allelization methods used for sheduling, ompilers, and program transformations.It is intended for graduate and postgraduate students interested in automati par-allelization tehniques, researhers interested in sheduling, ompilers and programtransformations. Software engineering and omputer engineering professionals will109
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